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Abstract
The purpose of this ethnographic study was to explore how youth consumption of rap music informed their ideas of gender, race, sexuality, and education at a local community center in Atlanta, Georgia. The participants in the study were comprised of three male and six female Black students from working class families, ranging in age from 13–17 years old. The data collection process included 60 formal interviews, 55 informal interviews, 27 focus group interviews, 103 participant observations, and document analyses of media materials. Atlas.ti: The Knowledge Workbench (2003) assisted with the organizing, coding, categorizing, and interpreting of the vast amount of data. Findings from the study revealed four major themes: (a) youth’s engagement with rap music fostered essentialized notions of Blackness, (b) teens believed that Blacks were intellectually inferior, (c) youth perceived their classroom teachers as racist and (d) youth responded to their teacher’s perceived racism by disassociating themselves from youth they believed to be academically inferior. The findings of this study addressed the need for candid dialogues about race in the classroom and educational policy that incorporates critical media literacy.
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This shows that a book should not be judged by its cover. It is better to look within rather than what is on the outside that can eventually trick ones naked eye. More essays like this Over the course of the book, Holden’s unhealthy mindset is displayed by his few interactions with various people and his sometimes questionable actions His mental states evolves a lot and eventually, by the end of the novel, he has a complete mental breakdown. But why and how is this boy 709 words 3 pages. Don't judge a book by its cover. We believe that we are always better off gathering as much information as possible and spending as much time as possible in deliberation. Malcolm Gladwell. Children, Believe, Book. "It pays to trust your gut" by Daniel Terdiman, www.wired.com. January 7, 2005. 59 Copy quote.  I have a saying. 'Never judge a book by its cover'. I say that because I don't even know who Ozzy is. I wake up a new person every day. Ozzy Osbourne. Book, Judging, Wake Up. Rolling Stone Online, May 1997. 1 Copy quote. Show source. George W. Bush was passionate about AIDS.